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LONGITUDINAL CUTTING AND/OR GROOVING 
MACHINE FOR MATERIAL WEBS IN MOTION, 

PARTICULARLY CARDBOARD MEANS 

The invention relates to a longitudinal cutting or‘ 
grooving machine for material webs in motion, particu 
larly for cardboard webs, comprising a plurality of tools 
locatedon opposite sides of the web and rotatingly 
propelled, also comprising guides arranged transversely 
to the longitudinal direction of the web in motion for 
the tools displaceable along said guides, furthermore 
comprising drives for the tools and adjustment drives _ ' 
for the displacement of the tools which are coupled“ 
outside the material web for associated pairs of tools, 
and finally comprising a positioning system for the pairs 
of knives, said system encompassing the actual value 
and the theoretical value transmitters as well as a com 
parison apparatus. . 
Such a machine is known from .the German Publica 
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spindles extending adjacent thereto. This offers the 
advantage that the threaded spindles extending parallel 
over the entire processing width of the maximum size 
of the material web possible to be operated on are 
multi-positioned but connected only to one single spin 
dle. A vibration of the adjustment spindles in operation 
is avoided by the multi-position while at the same time 
ht cross-sections of the adjustment spindles can be 
reduced. 
According to another embodiment of the invention 

each adjustment drive is connected with an individually 
connectable and disconnectable adjustment motor and 
each adjustment motor is controllable by the compari 
son apparatus for actal and theoretical values. 
According toan additional embodiment of the inven 

tion the one set of tools of the pairs of tools can be 
’ approached toward the other tools via a feed drive and 

tion Copy OS No. 2,l42,ll7. In this machine according " 
to prior art the adjustment of the knives on each side of 
theweb is accomplished by one single threaded spindle ' 
which is connected outside the web to a corresponding 
threaded spindle on the other side of the web and to an 
adjustment motor. An entrainment means which ;can ' 
shift along the guide for the knives is located on each 
adjustment spindle, whereby the knives canbe engaged 
and disengaged consecutively with this displacement 
stop. An actual value transmitter in the, form of an 
electronic impulse transmitter and counter- coacts with 
the adjustment drive and the data furnished the actual 
valueand the theoretic value for the tool position are in 
agreement. It is disadvantageous in this machine of 
prior art that the precision of adjustment of the knives 
is not sufficiently exact, because a certain adjustment 
play and thus coaction of the engagement apparatus at 
the tool carriage, are present; on the other hand the 
adjustment time is considerable, because in each case 
the entrainment meansmust be moved back into their 
zero position, and a new adjustment or setup can only 
be carried out from said zero position. . _ v 

The invention is based on theproblem of creating a 
longitudinal cutting and/or grooving machine which. 
automatically, exactly and rapidly allows for the setting 
up of the tools according to pre-determined theoretic 
values. 
According to the invention this problemis solved by 

providing for each pair of tools a separate adjustment . 
drive and by fixedly connecting an actual value trans 
mitter with each ‘adjustment drive. 
Because the adjustment drive remains connected 

with the tool carriage force-lockingl'y and by providng 
providing separate adjustment drive for each pair of 
tools, with which an actual value transmitter is con 
nected, an extremely precise indication of the actual 
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value is accomplished, because no separation ever‘ 
takes place between adjustment drive and tool. Fur 
thermore, the adjustment of a tool from one position 
into a new position can be accomplished very rapidly, 
because a resetting to _zero need not be accomplished 
for any part of the adjustment drive, rather, the adjust 
ment of the tool from the position occupied is madefor 
the new position. _ . 

In an adjustment drive with thread play, based on an 
improvement of the invention, each carriage position 
ing a tool and guided in guides is provided with the 
spindle nut and with spindle bearings for the thread 
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this feed drive is likewise associated an actual value 
transmitter connected to the comparison apparatus. 
This makes it possible to separate the tools for replace 
ment or the like or to place certain tools, like grooving 
tools for example into a certain relative position to 
‘each other, in order to thereby determine the depth of 
the grooves. ' ' 

In order to carry out the approaching of the tools on 
the one web side against the tools on the other web side 
in a simple manner, the guides for all tools on one side 
of the web are vertically movable via bilaterally ar 
ranged stroke spindles which are propelled by a stroke 
motor via a connecting spindle. 

' To avoid damage of the tools when‘they are placed 
close to each other, according to another embodiment 
of the invention a tool of the one pair of tools is axially 
adjustable by a limited path. ' 
This adjustable tool preferably is adjustable hydrauli 

cally or pneumatically. 
A particularly simplified adjustment and an elimina 

tion of disrupting hydraulic or pneumatic hose is -' 
achieved if in each case the adjustment means are con 
nected to the adjustment spindles. 
The tools of a pair of knives can be moved this way 

from their. separated position into a staggered ap-' 
proached position where the toolsdo not yet contact 
each other, and only subsequently thereto will the axial 
displacement of theone tool take place until it adheres ~ 
against the other one with cutting edges or the like. ‘ 
That way the tools are. treated most gently. 
For adjustment to the course of the edge of the mate 

rial and thus to'certain web widths the machine frame" 
and thuslall tools are displaceable and lockable trans 
versely to the longitudinal axis of the material web 
according to another embodiment of the invention. 
A particularly simple and low-cost tool drive is ob 

tained when according to still another embodiment of 
the invention all axially aligned tools are propelled by a 
drive spindle penetrating the tools centrally, the tools 
being displaceable against said spindle. The drive spin 
dle preferably is a groove spindle. . 
Below the invention is exempli?ed more in detail by 

means of an embodiment represented in the drawing. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONjOF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT ' 

FIG. 1 represents a lateral view of the longitudinal 
cutting and/or grooving machine, according to the in 
vention; , ‘ * 

FIG. 2 shows a partial section along line ll-ll in FIG. 
1. 
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FIG. 3 shows a partial section along line III—III in 
FIG. 2; 

_ FIG. 4 shows a schematic section along line IV-—IV 
in FIG. 1. 
The longitudinal and/or grooving machine 1 is pro 

vided with a basic frame 3 ?xedly connected to a foun 
dation 2, the machine carriage frame 4 positioned on 
said basic frame 3 being positioned in a limited dis 
placeability in the direction of the arrow I indicated in 
FIG. 1. A motor 5 is used to displace the frame 4. The 
frame 4 consists ofa yoke-like frame part 6 and upright 
parts 7 and 8. 
The longitudinal cutting and/or grooving machine 1 

is intended particularly for use with cardboard installa 
tions. Mostly in such a facility for producing corrugated 
cardboard the cardboard web to be produced is moved 
horizontally through the entire installation. The hori 
zontal movement of the corrugated cardboard web 9 
thus is assumed for the embodiment represented in the 
drawing of the longitudinal cutting and/or grooving 
machine. 
Tools 10, 11 are arranged above and below the undu 

lated cardboard web 9 indicated by dots and dashed in 
FIG. 1. Various kinds of tools, like cutting knives or 
grooving tools are arranged in series as viewed in the 
longitudinal direction of the web in several parallel 
planes extending transversely to-be web 9. Preferably, 
the cutting knives are combined with subsequent 
grooving tools so that an undulated cardboard web 
passing through the machine is cut and then it can be 
grooved according to the cardboard cuts to be pro 
duced. ‘ 

Identical tools, for example cutting knives or groov 
ing tools, are provided in the same transverse plane. 
Theltools indicated in FIG. 1 above and below the 

web 9 are cutting tools, whereby in each case one cut 
ting knife above and‘ one below the web 9 are combined 
into one pair of tools. 
The cutting knives 10 above, and the cutting knives 

11 below the web 9 are positioned exchangeably in 
carriages l2 and the carriages 12 are guided displace 
ably transversely to the longitudinal axis of the web 9 at 
cross beams l3, 14 which interconnect the frame up 
rights 7, 8. The upper tool guide 13 is thereby con 
nected rigidly to,the frame uprights 7, 8, while the cross 
beam 14 is vertically adjustable in the direction of the 
arrow ll. Stroke spindles 15, 16 jointly propelled via a 
connecting spindle 17 by a stroke motor 18 are con 
nected laterally to the lower guide beam 14. h 
The individual tools above and below the web 9 are 

propelled in each case jointly by drive shafts 20, 21, 
extending centrally through the tools, for example 
knives 10, 11. The drive shafts 20, 21 are grooved so 
that the tools afe displaceable. along the rotating shafts 
20, 21. 
The shafts 20, 21 are operatively interconnected in a 

manner not shown and are propelled via a clutch 22 by 
the main drive 23, for example, of the overall installa 
tion. 
One adjustment spindle 30, 31 in each case leads to 

each of the tool carriages of the pairs of tools, a, b, c, d 
and e which extend over the entire machining surface 
of the machine. In the exempli?ed embodiment five 
partly shown parallel adjustment spindles 30, 31 thus 
extend in each case above and below the web 9. The 
adjustment spindles 30, 31 associated in each case with 
one pair are operatively interconnected in a manner 
not shown at the frontal side of the frame upright 8. 
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4 
Moreover, an actual value transmitter 35 is connected 
to each spindle, preferably form-lockingly in the form 
of a mechanical counter with electrical signal output. 
This meter counts the revolutions of the adjustment 
spindle forward and reverse. This results in each case 
immediately in the position of the associated pair of 
tools. 
As visible from FIG. 2, the carriage 12 of each tool 

10, 11 are provided at their top and bottom side with 
guide bearings 40 for the adjustment spindles 30, 31. 
Thereby one guide bearing in each case is designed as 
a spindle nut, so that upon rotation of the associated 
adjustment spindle the corresponding carriage 12 is 
propelled in the direction of adjustment. 
The carriages 12 are guided by bearing rollers 41 

along a bar guiding system 42 at the cross beam 13. The 
carriage guide on the opposite side comprises an ad 
justable sliding seat guide 43. 
As visible from FIG. 3, the knives 10, 11 are screwed 

at rotatable hubs 50 of the carriages 12 by screws 51. 
Thereby the upper tool 10 is arranged axially displace 
ably by a limited path in relation to the lower tool 11. 
For this a compressed air conduit 52 leads to the hub 
50 of upper tool 10. The compressed air reaches a 
pressure chamber 53. At the proper pressure in this 
chamber 53 the knife 10 is displaced along with the 
associated hub part 50 in an axial direction against the 
drive shaft 21, in fact to the right in FIG. 3. The reset 
ting of the knife 10 is accomplished via a spring 54. 
This makes it possible to bring the tools l0, 11, close to 
each other without damaging their cutting edges. The 
knife disks 11 fixed by their adjustment spindles are 
lifted from their open position by the stroke spindles 
l5, 16, toward the knives 10 whereby the knives 10 are 
in their position shifted axially against the drive shaft 
21. Once all tools 11 have reached their terminal posi 
tion in altitude, the compressed air is supplied and the 
tools 10 shift to the left by a small limited path, when 
viewed in FIG. 3, whereby the tools 10 adhere by pres 
sure axially against the associated tools 11. 
FIG. 4 shows that the undulated cardboard web 9 

passing in the direction of the arrow III is exposed first 
to the cutting tools 10, 11 and subsequently to the 
grooving tools 10', 11' and then once more to the 
grooving tools 10'', 11''. Thus the undulated card 
board 'web can be cut in one operation, for example 
into the webs for cardboard and at the same time it can 
be provided with the corresponding grooves for folding 
th'elcardboard parts. 
So that the tools which trim the edges of the passing 

undulated cardboard web 9, that is for example, that 
the pairs of cutting tools a, e also assume their proper 
position in relation to the web in each case, an edge 
adjustment is provided via an edge sensor 60. This edge 
sensor 60 scans the one edge of the passing undulated 
cardboard web. If the undulated cardboard web moves 
away from this sensor, the latter issues a command via 
ithe=electrical control systems 61, 62 to the motors 62 
for ‘the adjustment spindles of the tools, to occupy 
corresponding corrected positions. A separate drive 
motor 63 is present for each adjustment spindle associ 
ated with a pair of tools. 

All actual value counters 35 for the adjustment spin 
dles, as well as the actual value counter for the stroke 
adjustment 64 are connected to the electrical control 
systems 61, 62. Moreover, the theoretic value transmit 
ters 65 and 66 for the adjustment spindles and/or the 
stroke spindles are connected. 
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A particularly simple axial press-on device is ob 
tained for the knife tools by impinging all adjustment 
spindles of the lower tools 11 with a pneumatic cylin 
der, instead of pneumatically impinging each individual 
tool. as represented in FIG. 3. This eliminates particu 
larly all possibly disturbing hose conduits to the individ 
ual carriages of the tools. 
What it is to be secured by Letters Patent of the 

United States is: 
l. A longitudinal cutting and grooving machine for 

webs of material, particularly corrugated cardboard 
webs, comprising: a frame, a plurality of pairs of upper 
and lower rotating tools positioned on opposite sides of 
the web, guide means arranged transverse to the longi 
tudinal direction of the web enabling to displace the 
tools along said guide means, a plurality of drives for 
the tools and adjustment drives for the displacement of 
the tools, an actual value counter, a set value indicator 
and comparing device therefor; means for positioning 
the pairs of tools, the actual value counters, the set 
value indicators, and the comparison means; each pair 
of tools including a pair of upper and lower adjustment 
spindles, an adjustment drive and means for connecting 
said adjustment spindles rigidly mechanically to said 
adjustment drive and the actual value counter; wherein 
in connections of the adjustment spindles with one 
another, with the adjustment drive and the actual value 
counter are disposed on the outside of the machine 
frame; and further including means for driving the 
upper and lower tools by said adjustment spindles, 
means for permanently coupling each adjustment 

spindle and its respective tool to one another, and 
means including one common motor for driving the 
upper and lower adjustment spindles of an associ 
ated tool pair, wherein the motor is lockingly cou 
pled to the two spindles. 

2. The machine as set forth in claim 1, in which the 
adjustment drive comprises a threaded spindle, the 
machine further including carriages for positioning 
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6 
tools therein, and means for guiding the carriages, each 
carriage comprising a spindle nut and threaded bear 
ings for threaded spindles extending on the side 
thereof. 

3. The machine as set forth in claim 1, in which each 
adjustment drive includes an adjustment motor com 
prising means for individually connecting and discon 
necting same, and means associated with the compari 
son device for controlling the adjustment motor by the 
actual and set values. ' 

4. The machine as set forth in claim 1, comprising 
feed drive means for placing ?rst tools of the tool pairs 
against second tools thereof, said feed drive means 
being associated with an actual value counter con 
nected to the comparison device. 

5. The machine as set forth in claim 4, comprising 
means associated with the guides for the tools on one 
side of the web for vertically adjusting said guides, said 
last means including stroke spindles, a stroke motor 
and a connecting spindle for driving said stroke spin 
dles. 

6. The machine as set forth in claim 1, including 
means for axially displacing each first tool of a tool pair 
along a limited path. 

7. The machine as set forth in claim 6, including 
hydraulic or pneumatic means for adjusting the axially 
adjustable tool. 

8. The machine as set forth in claim 7, in which the 
adjustment devices are connected to the adjustment 
spindles. 

9. The machine as set forth in claim 1, including 
means for displacing and locking the machine frame 
and all tools transversely to the longitudinal axis of the 
material web. 4 

10. The machine as set forth in claim 1, comprising a 
drive spindle traversing the tools centrally for driving 
all axially aligned tools, the tools being displaceable in 
relation to said drive spindle. 

* * * * * 
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